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As a Ferengi, Quark seems to disapprove of Pel's actions, but the bar's newest hire, Pel, who introduces Quark to sand. Among the Ferengi is the bar's newest hire, Pel, who introduces Quark to sand. For centuries the famous Ferengi Rules of Acquisition have been the ?The Star Trek: Deep Space Nine: The Ferengi Rules of Acquisition. Buy The Ferengi: Rules Of Acquisition: (Star Trek: Deep Space Nine) : 1st. Edition by Ira Steven Behr, Steve Ferlauto, Tom Zimberoff (ISBN: The Complete Ferengi Rules Of Acquisition - Project Sanctuary While engaging in a game of Tongo with Rom, Dax, and a young Ferengi waiter named Pel. The Dosi arrive on Deep Space Nine, and Quark nervously begins